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SchmartBoard|ez Customer Feedback Coming In.

Wow, how many hours have I spent debugging solder bridges on
0.5mm TSOP prototypes? Not any longer with Schmartboard|ez! Is
it worth the extra $? Duh!- Thomas R Klenke, Parity Electronics
Just when it seemed SchamrtBoards where the best things on the
planet to prototype with they came up with SchamrtBoard|ez THE
easiest and BEST development/hobby tool anyone could ever ask
for. Dan Stofer-Citadel Communications Corp

SchmartBoard Wins First "Inny"

The Tech Museum in San Jose has just announced a new award for
Innovation for new products. SchmartBoard|ez was just awarded
the first Inny award at the DEMOfall show. We are looking for
SchmartBoard users that would like to have their SchmartBoard
circuits displayed at the museum. We have room for a couple
more. The museum will display the project for the first half of
2006. If someone has an idea that they'd like to display
particularly for this museum exhibit, we may be able to supply the
Schmartboards, let us know though as time is short! Your name
will be shown with the display. Just imagine, your circuit can be in a museum like Edison and
Tesla. Talk about bragging rights!

New SchmartDevelopers:

"dpharris" - Victoria, Canada
"VU2KFR" - Kolkata, India
Tommy Chen - San Jose, CA USA
Jeremy Darling -Gladstone Missouri USA
Phil Keller - Fremont, CA USA
Bob "LunarRunner" Tryon - Layton, UT USA

Distributor News

1. SchmartBoard was live and in person at R&D Electronics in Milpitas CA on November 2nd.
We got to meet a lot of SchmartBoard users and converted a lot of new ones as one and
all got to try the new SchmartBoard|ez for themselves.
2. We have signed Scientech Technologies (www.scientech.bz), as a distributor for India.
3. We have signed Microbot Education (www.microbot-ed.com) as a distributor for Japan.

Schmartboard November Contest Winner

This month's winner of a SchmartBoard $30 combo pack is Joe Munns of Raffel Product
Development Company!

We have started a program to reward those who are active in our Yahoo Groups community.
This month's winner of a SchmartBoard $30 Combo Pack is Andy Allen of DeSoto, TX....Thanks
for participating!

